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The Radcliffe Science Library is now closed for renovation

The Bodleian Libraries science library services are temporarily operating from the Vere Harmsworth Library

RSL Website: https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/science
RSL at the VHL: https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/science/rsl-at-vhl
RSL at the VHL current services

RSL at the VHL opening hours (term time):
Mon – Fri: 9.30 am – 9pm
Sat: 10 am – 4pm
Sun: 11 am – 5 pm

Services for using the library:
Click and collect: https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/using/clickandcollect
Reading space booking systems: https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/using/reading-rooms
Scan & Deliver: https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/using/scan-and-deliver

For all the currently available Bodleian Libraries services and their updates:
https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/finding-resources/coronavirus-service-updates
Accessing libraries

Access with your University Card
Print, Copy and Scan Services (PCAS) across Bodleian Libs
  • *Your account is already set up*
  • *Top up using a credit/debit card online*
Centralised access to electronic resources

How to Log in to Bodleian Libraries PCs and WiFi, and PCAS services:
  University card barcode (*2xxxxxx*)
  Password – Date of Birth (*03AUG1989*)
  Please change your password soon!!!
Print collections at RSL

Book collections at the RSL:
Most frequently used books
Books on Reading Lists
Research monographs

Materials in Remote Storage:
print journals and conference proceedings, most of our print book collection, print Oxford Theses...

Request books from SOLO
Scan & Deliver service
Electronic collections

Access to:
More than 1434 databases (all subjects)
More than 70000 e-journals
Conference proceedings
Standards
Dissertations and theses online

Monographic series
Ebook series
E-books for research and reading lists
and more...

Electronic article icon by Hand-Drawn Goods available under the CC BY 3.0 License
Ebook by Laymik from the Noun Project available under the CC BY 3.0 License
Research databases

Peer reviewed research
International coverage
Scientific journal and conference proceedings coverage
Employ a wide range of advanced search tools
Searching our collections

SOLO catalogue at http://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/

Sign in with your SSO to access our electronic resources
Loan rules

We are a lending library

1 week loans
Renew up to 9 times

Offsite RSL Books
Can be ordered to the library in 24-48 hours
Searching SOLO
Searching SOLO

**MULTIPLE VERSIONS**

Arbitrage theory in continuous time [electronic resource]
Björk, Tomas | Oxford University Press

- 7 versions of this record exist. See all versions

**E-book – Read on-line 24/7**

**BOOK**

Arbitrage theory in continuous time [electronic resource]
Björk, Tomas, author
2020 | Fourth edition | Oxford : Oxford University Press | 1 online resource : illustrations (black and white)

- Online access

**Printed – Read/borrow at the library**

**BOOK**

Arbitrage theory in continuous time
Björk, Tomas
1998 | Oxford : Oxford University Press | xii, 311 p. : ill. ; 24 cm

- Find & Request
Hold request

Click & Collect
Delivery/Pickup Location

Radcliffe Science Library

Where possible please use e-book versions in preference to requesting printed copies - check SOLO for e-book availability before submitting your request.

Click & Collect info for Bodleian Libraries

Most ‘Closed Stack’ items cannot be borrowed so you must also book a place in the selected reading room.

Reading Room booking info

SEND REQUEST
## Offsite material

The image shows a webpage from a library system. The section highlighted indicates that offsite material is available under the following options:

### Request from off-site

You can request an item that is stored offsite. This option allows you to have the item sent to you via email, currently free of charge.

### Have an item scanned and sent to you via E-mail

You can also request an item to be scanned and sent to you via email. This service is currently free of charge.

The table lists several journal titles with their respective issue years and locations (Closed Stack). Each entry has a 'Request' and an 'OffsiteScan' button, indicating the options available for accessing offsite material.
Making a stack or Offsitescan request

1. Find your item. If a journal, scroll through the list of available volumes/issues

2. Fill out details of delivery location and click ‘Send Request’
Searching SOLO

Source: Chemistry and Industry [0009-3068]

Full Text:
- Full text available via EBSCOhost Business Source Complete
  - Available from 2009
  - Most recent 1 year(s) not available

© 2020 SFX by Ex Libris Inc.
E-legal deposit

Print version
Read/borrow at the library

Regular e-resource
✓ Access anywhere
✓ Download articles
✓ Easy printing

E-Legal deposit
Access only in Bodleian libraries
No downloading
Print via PCAS only

Electronic Legal Deposit item – available via Bodleian Libraries reading room PCs only
UK legislation regulates access - why?

View Journal Contents
Institutional repository [www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ora](http://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ora)

The digital copy of your thesis is deposited in ORA
On-line record of research activity taking place at Oxford University
Helps to raise research (and researcher) profile
Increases accessibility to research
Safe, long-term storage
Open Access Publishing

Publishing research papers so that they are free for everybody to download, read and re-use

Now required by many funding bodies

Library can offer information about OA publishing options, funder requirements and help in applying for funding for OA publication

Open Access at Oxford website: http://openaccess.ox.ac.uk/
What is an ORCID number?

- An ORCID number provides researchers with a way to unambiguously identify themselves.
- Each researcher is given a unique, persistent (and free!) ORCID number when they set up a profile.
- ORCID @ Oxford allows you to add Oxford University affiliation.
- The number can be attached to Publications, Datasets, Grants.
- Make sure you get credited for your work!
- https://register.it.ox.ac.uk/self/orcid
Research Data Management

Advice on handling your research data
Training in understanding RDM
Guidance on preserving and archiving data
Guidelines on meeting funder requirements
Advice on increasing research visibility and impact
Support for data management planning
Information on ORA Data

Research Data Oxford website: researchdata.ox.ac.uk
Thank you!

If you have any questions please email: alessandra.vetrugno@bodleian.ox.ac.uk